0. Introduction. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 and Γ a finite group with p\ |Γ|. A finite dimensional ΛX-module M is called periodic, if it has a periodic minimal projective resolution. Of course projective modules are also periodic, but the non-projective ones are characterized by their complexity Cγ(M) being one. Here we understand complexity in the sense of Alperin [1] .
In this article we look at the case where Γ is an "almost simple" twisted group of Lie type, defined over a finite field of the same characteristic p . We will give a classification of all periodic simple modules for these groups and the finite simple groups related to them.
It is a well-known fact that all finite groups of Lie type have a unique simple projective module, the Steinberg module St. We will prove in this paper that, if Γ is not of type 2 A 2 or 2 B 2 , then the only periodic simple AT-module is St. With the classification for 2 A 2 in [6] , [7] , and for 2 B 2 in part 3 of this paper, we will achieve a full classification of simple periodic modules for twisted groups.
The corresponding classification for non-twisted Chevalley groups was recently accomplished in [9] , [10] . Together with the initial classification for the type A\ in [15] , the final result is that for finite groups of Lie type there are simple periodic modules, other than St, only for groups of type A\, 2 A 2 and 2 B 2 . To state our results more precisely, we have to introduce some notations which we take over from [5] . For conceptual reasons we prefer working with universal groups:
So let K be an algebraic closure of the prime field Έ p , let G be an almost simple, simply connected and connected affine algebraic In this framework the main theorem of this article reads as follows: 2 ), which will be dealt with in §2. Factoring out the center, which does not affect the Sylow-/?-structure, leads to the result for the simple groups. Section 3 is devoted to the Ree and Suzuki groups.
1. The reduction to SU4. In this section we exclude the cases B 2 , G 2 and F 4 but keep the previous notations. So all roots in R have the same length. We assume moreover T to be defined and split over ¥ p . So the usual Frobenius endomorphism x *-> x p on K gives rise to an endomorphism FQ of G, acting on T via F Q (t) = t all t e T. There is an automorphism of G that has the same order as τ, commutes with F, stabilizes Γ and induces on ΠCI(Γ) the same map as τ. If this automorphism is also denoted by τ, then we can write F = τoF£=F£oτ for some integer n > 0 in this case q = p n . We denote the fundamental dominant weights of R by λ a and set p := Σλ a where the sum is over all simple roots. Let X(T)+ be the set of dominant weights and set for all n > 0: 
by Steinberg's tensor product theorem [18] . According to another theorem of Steinberg [18] the L(λ) with λ e X n {T) remain irreducible when regarded as a representation of G F , and each simple ^ΓG^-module is isomorphic to exactly one L(λ) with λeX n (T).
The Here and in the following we will abbreviate a weight λ = by (ri, r 2 , ... , η), where Π = {αi, ... , 07} .
Type A\, / > 3. Here the Dynkin diagram is:
We consider G F = SU/ +1 (# 2 ) with respect to the hermitian form given by the unit matrix.
Then c\: g H-> ( § ^) and c 2 : £ •-> ( Q £) define two canonical embeddings of SU/(<?
2 ). If Lj denotes the Levi subgroup for / c Π in G, then the image Im c\ is contained in the derived group -Σ<π\{α > := ^1 anc * I m^2 Q ^π\{<* } := ^2 hence we can apply a theorem of Smith [17] : 
The Weyl group W{G, T) acts on Z 4 as permutations of the ±e/'s with an even number of sign changes.
If 
Proof. Suppose μ = (mi, mi, m$). The same argument as in the proof of (1.4), Case 1 shows that L{{m\, m 2 )) and L((m 2 , m 3 )) are periodic as KSU3( <7 2 )-modules. The classification of these modules in [7] yields now the claim.
•
Proof. The formulae for the characters of the L(λ) in [12] §7 imply: 
Proof Set C* = {(r { , r 2 , r 3 ) e X(Γ)| -1 < r x , r 2 , r 3 , n + r 2 + r 3 < /? -3}. Then C* is a fundamental domain for the "dot" operation (i.e., w -μ = w(μ + p) -p) of W p on X, where W p is the affine Weyl group (as in [14] 
T, for a suitable finite dimensional G-module M, and T λ ',L{μ) a direct summand of L(μ) ® M*, elementary properties of the rank variety (cf. [3]) yield V E L(λ) = V E L(μ).
If μ is of type (c) in Lemma (2.1), then λ and μ belong to the same facet for W p .
In this case Tjf L(λ) = L(μ) and TΪL(μ) = L(λ)
are special cases of [14] , II, 7.15.
Suppose now that μ is of type b) in Lemma (2.1), i.e. μ = (/? -1, /?-1, i) for some i, 0< /</?-1. Then μ'= (-1, i, p -(i + 2)). One has K(A) = L(λ) and F(μ) = L(//) by [11] , p. 120 or by [12] .
We can compute the formal characters of Tt L(λ) and T λ ,L(μ) using [14] , II, 7.8. Let S( = s a . be the reflection with respect to α, (for / = 1, 2, 3) and let s e W p be the aίϊine reflection with s
(r, s, t) = (r + s + t-p, p-t, p -s) for all (r, s, t) eX(T). Then the stabilizer of μ' (under the dot action) in W p consists of {1, S\, s, S\S, ss\, s\SS\)
, that of λ r of {1, S\, S2, S1S2, ^2^1, ^i^2^i} The intersection of these groups is {1, sγ}, a system of representatives modulo this intersection is {1, Si, ^1^2} i n Stab (λ r ) and {1,5, S\s} in Stab (μ f ). The element w eW p with w(r, 5, ί) = (p-r, r + .s' + ί,^-^) has the property that μ = w μ' and A = to A ; . One has μ' = (p-(i + 2),p-l 9 -1),
These weights are not dominant, but become dominant after adding p = (1, 1, 1). Therefore they contribute 0 to the sum in [14] , II, 7.12, and we get TjfL(λ) = Tjfv(λ) = V(μ) = L{μ). Furthermore
ws-λ' = (2p-2,p-1, -1), λ' = {0,2p-2,-\).
The same argument as above implies
For a € R, let U a = {x a (t)\t € #} be the root subgroup of G with root homomorphism x a : K t-» G. We set: Proof. By [3] 5.6, V E (X ® Y) = F^(X) n K £ (Γ) for i^£-modules X and 7. It is easy to see that dimV E (L(μ)W) = dim V E (L{μ)), so if Λf (^ St rt ) is written in the form of (1.2), then at least for one βi we must have dim V E (L(μi)W) > An -2 by (2.4). Since all rank varieties V E are homogeneous affine subvarieties of K 4n the intersection formula for homogeneous varieties implies
4) LEMMA. Let λ e X\ (T) be one of the weights in Lemma
which contradicts periodicity by [3] , 7.6 and 8.1. D
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REMARK. This proposition together with (1.4) implies Theorem (1.3), and it is clear, since G F = (G F )' if type (a) of the exceptions is excluded, how to get (0.1).
The
Ree and Suzuki groups. In this section we deal with the cases, where R is of type G 2 , F4 and B 2 , which were excluded earlier. Here twisted groups of Lie type can exist only if the characteristic of K is 3, 2 and 2 respectively, and τ always has order 2, interchanging the long and short roots. PROPOSITION (3.1) . Let R be G 2 Proof. We first prove this for Γ = G λ φ (0, 0, 1, 1) ), the analogue of (1.2) yields:
dim The analogue of (1.2) now gives the result. α REMARK. It may be interesting to notice that non-projective simple periodic modules only occur in finite groups of Lie type, if the group has a split i?jV-pair of rank one. But 2 G 2 shows, they need not necessarily occur in this case.
